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ABSTIlACT. - The content in volatiles, mainly F
and Cl, in magmatic rocks appeared recently of a
certain interest as petrogenetic indicator and also
in the study of eruptive mechanisms.

The values here obtained for lavas from the
Aeolian arc (Sicily) point out a significant increase
of F in shoshonitic with respect to calcalkaline rocks,
for a given SiO. concentration; an increase in F
with both K and SiO. is also observed.

Cl levc:1s are instead very scattered although still
a noticeably higher abundance is shown by shosho
nitk series.

The rc:1ationships of F versus Sio., K and Li,
allow to point out the residual character of lhis
volatile, whose abundance in the more primitive
among the studied rocks could depend on the degree
of melting . which produced the parent magmas.

The large scattering of Cl values appears an
evidence for the ecrurrence of an additional me
chanism possibly consisting in an input to lhe
system from an external source, whose extent seems
to overshadow the effecl due to petrogenetic
processes.

RtASSUNTO. - 11 contenuto in volatili, soprattutto
Cl e F, nelle rocce magmatiche e apparso recente
mente di un certo interesse quale indicatore petro
genetico, cd anche nello studio di meccanismi ernt·
livi. I risultati qui ottenuti per lave provenienti
dall'arco Eoliano (Sidlia) indicano un aumento signi.
flcativo di F in recce shoshonitiche rispetto a rocce
calcalcaline, a parita di contenuto di SiO.; si
osserva anche un aumento di F all'aumentare di
K e Sio.. I valori di Cl sono invece moho dispersi,
anche se la sede shoshonitica mostra ancora conte.
nuti piu elevati.

La correlazione di F con Sio" K e Li, consente
di individuare il carattere residuale di questo vola
lile, la cui abbondanza nelle rocce piu primitive
fra quelle studiate potrebbe dipendere dal grado di
fusione parziale che ha originato il magma.

La grande dispersione di valori per Cl appare
possibilmente dovuta alia presenza di un meccani
smo ulteriore, consistente in un contributo esterno
al sistema, la cui entita sembra sovrapporsi all'effetto
di processi petrogenetici.

Introduction

The behaviour of F and Cl during dif
ferentiation of magmas has been only rarely
considered in recent times up to the last
years, probably because an early review
concluded that no correlation was observed
between the abundances of those elements
and the chemical compositions of the rocks
(CORRENS, 1956).

The possibility of replacing hydroxyl
groups in hydrous minerals has subsequently
resulted as an important factor in determining
the distribution of both halogens (GREEN
LAND and LOVERING, 1966; PAUL et al.,
1975; NASH, 1976) as well as their affinity
for silicate melts and possibiliry of forming
gaseous phases (FUGE, 1977; MURAMATSU
and WEDEPOHL, 1979; ROWE and SCHtLLING,
1979; HARRIS, 1981).

The role of partial melting and fractional
crystallization have been taken into account
to explain rhe actual concentration in dif
ferent series of rocks (KANISAWA, 1979;
ISHIKAWA et al., 1980; SCHILLING et aI.,
1980; SMITH et aI., 1980; AOKI et aI., 1981)
and the possibility of external contributions
has been also considered (BAILEY and MAc
DONALD, 1975; MUENOW et aI., 1979).

Since mosr of the above mentioned inve
stigations have been carried Out on basaltic
and alkaline series, a study was undertaken
on the rocks pertaining to the Aeolian island
arc, of calcalkaline and shoshQnitic affinity,
10 evaluate the characters of F and Cl distri
bution during advanced stages of magmatic
evolution.
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These investigations, along with those
previously carried out (KLUGER et aI., 1975;
KIESL et al., 1978; CoRADOSSI and MAR
TINI, 1981) can provide a 6rst contribution
on the use of these dements in the inter
pretation of petrogenetic processes.

Volcanological and
petrological oullines

The Aeolian volcanic lIrc is one of the main
structures in the Mediterranean area and
consists of seven islands, including both
extinct and active volcanoes. The age of t~
emerged pan of t~ arc has been found to
be younger than 1.0 m.y. (BARBEIU et aI.,
1974), whereas slightly older rocks have
been dragged from the Aeolian sea bottom
(1.3 m.y., BECCALUVA et al., 1980).

The rock types outcropping along the
Aeolian arc range in composition from basic
to acidic, and have been emplacro in two
stages of activity. The first stage was
responsible for the formation of the islands
of Panacea, Alicudi, Filicudi and parts of
Salina and Lipari, while Stromboli and Vul
cano together with the most recent parts of
Salina and Lipari were formed during the
second.

From a petrological point of view the rocks
from the Aeolian arc belong essentially to
the calcalkaline and shoshonitic series,

although a high-K andesitic series and a
le.tephritic series have been recognized on
the basis of K20 and K~O/NazO versus
SiO: relationships (BARBERI et aI., 1974).
The calcalkaline rocks range in composition
between basah and dacite with the single
rhyolitic outcrop of Basiluzzo. The high-K
calcalkaline suite mainly consists of inter
mediate terms whereas shoshonitic rocks
display a composition ranging from shosho
nitic basalt, lathe to trachyte. Recently,
significant geochemical evidence has been
collected which indicates that the rhyolites
from Lipari and Vulcano represent the terms
of the shoshonitic suite (BARBERl et al.,
in preparntion). The le.tephritic series is made
up of a few Ic-tephrites and trachytes out·
cropping at Vulcano and Stromboli (KELLER,
1980; Rosl, 1980).

The calcalkaline lavas were essentially
erupted during the first stage of the arc
evolution whereas shoshonitic and lc-tephritic
suites characteriu: the second stage of
Aeolian volcanism. Except for the obsidians
from Lipari and Vulcano, all the Aeolian
rocks have a porphyritic texture with plagio
c1ase and c1inopyroxene as main phenocryst
phases.

Orthopyroxene is commonly found in
basic and intermediate ca1calkaline rocks,
whereas hornblende and biotite only appear
in the most evolved terms. In the shoshonitic
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Fig. 3. - Relationship of Li versus SiO.. •
Symbols as in fig. 2.
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and Jc.tephritic volcanics K-feldspar appears
as phenocryst phase in the intermediate terms
and olivine is common in basic terms. Micro
phenocrysts of leucite are confined to the
le-tephritic suite.

Results

The F, Cl and Li values obtained for the
analyzed samples are reported in table 1,
together with the SiOz and Kz{) abundances,
taken from several authors.

Fig. 1 shows the KzO versus SiOz
relationship for the analyzed. samples. Ac·
cording to the classification proposed by
PECCER.ILLO and TAYLOIt (1976) for the
volcanic rocks from orogenic areas, the
considered samples plot in two main 6elds,
calcalkaline and shoshonidc, characterized by

distinct potassium enrichment. Among the
shoshonitic rocks three samples belonging
to the le-tephritic series as recognized by
BARBERI et a1. (1974) have been kept
distinguished in this and in the following
diagrams.

In 6g. 2 IJ the F versus SiOz relationship
is reponed. The calcalkaline rocks display
lower F abundances as well llS spttad vlllues
with respect to shoshonitic rocks, mirroring
the behllviour of potassium.

Within the calcalkllline suite the F rontents
increllse with Si02 up to vlllues of silica
around 63 %, displaying II tendency to
decrease in the most evolved terms, which
appellrs more clear if only the rocks coming
from Panllrell llre considered (table 1). For
the shoshonitic suite F increases with fractio·
nation up to the rhyolitic terms.

Fig. 2 b is a plot of Cl versus Si02. Es
sentially, a positive correlation can be noticed
for the shoshonitic suite, but with Illrge
spread of vlllues. The shoshonitic rocks have
an overall higher Cl content with respect to
calcalkaline rocks, but with a large com
positional overlap, while the lc-tephritic
rocks are the most CI·rich llmong the analyzed
samples.

From the Li versus SiOz rellltionship
reported in fig. 3, it Clln be noticed that Li
abundan~ increase with SiO~ in both cale·
alkalin~ llnd shoshonilic series, although
wilh a Sleeper slope in the lalt~r group of
rocks. This evidences the residual character
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TABLE 1

Analytical results for the studied samples
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Values for SiDs and W, expressed in percent, are
If} ppm. Atomic absorption spe<:trophotometry has been
electrode potentiometry for F and Cl.

from several authors; F, Cl and Li are given
used for Li determination, and sele<:tive-ion
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TABLE 2

Description 0/ samples •

for this element which, accordingly, can be
used as an index of differentiation.

Based on the relationship of Cl and F
against Li, it can be better evidenced that
the increase of F and Cl IS stronger in the
early and middle stages of differentiation,
whereas in the late stages the abundances of
the twO elements tend to keep constant
against strong lnc~ase of ~i content (6g.
4 a, b). This ~Iationship can be interpreted
as an evidence that both calcalkaline and
shoshonitic magmas behave as close systems
for Li but not for F and a in the late srages
of differentiation.

In fig. 5 F and Cl against K:O re:lationships
a~ shown. A good positive correlation
between potassium and the two halogens is
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The behaviour of both F and a during
the magmatic processes has recently received
some attention, and much of the interest
arises from the possibility of evaluating
through their variations the role of some
mineralogical phases (e.g. apatite, biotite,
hornblende) during petrogenetic processes

evident, in accordance with the similar
relation observed by AOKI et al. (1981) for
worldwide distributed volcanic rocks.

Finally, the Cl versus F relationship IS

shown in fig. 6, where a positive correlation
between the two elements is apparenr.

Fig. 4. _ Relationship
Symbols as in Jig. 2.
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Fig. 5, - Relationship of Cl and F versus W. _
Symbob as in fig. 2.

as well as for clarifying the mechanism of
volcanic activity.

The data reported in this paper allow to
put some limits on the possibility of using
F and Cl variations in rerognizing and model
ling some magmatic processes as crystal
liquid fractionation or degree of partial
melting.
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Fig. 6. - Relationship bet""cen a and F. . Symbob
as in fig. 2.
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elemeD!. In addition, [he narrow range of F
values shown by calcalkaline suite at any
silica coment suggests that during the
evolution no imporlant loss or gain of this
element occurred in the magma which, ac
cordingly, behaves as a closed system for F,
at least in the early-medium stages of dif
ferentiation. The decrease of F in the acidiC
rocks from Panarea can be interpreted either
as due to loss of F as volatile phase or to
its incorporation into a crystallizing F·rich
phase. The first possibility is suggested by
equiHbria of the type:

2 MeF + SiO~ + H~O = Me2SiOa + 2 HF
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The good positive correlation observed
for F with Li and K~. as wdl as the increase
of F abundances with increasing silica
coments in both cakalkaline and shoshonitic
series, at least in the basic-inlcrmediate Noge,
indicates that Ruorine behaves as a residual

where Me mainly represents Na or K, ac
cording to which a decrease in solubility of
F follows the increase in silica con<xntrntion
(KOGARKo et al., 1961; 1968).

The sepanuion of a F-rich mineral is also
a suitable mechanism for explaining the F
depletion in the acidic rocks sine(' rnther
abundant hornblende phenocrysts occur ·in
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Ihe rocks from Panarea (ROMAND, 1973).
The presently available data do not allow
to discriminate between the twO hypotheses.

Apatite and biotite fracdonation instead is
not expected to have played an important
role, bet::ause accessory amounts only of the
minerals om be found in t~ rocks.

Within the shoshonitic series, F values
are more scattered for a given silica content,
a feature which is also shown by potassium.

F contents still increase with silica and,
unlike the calcalkaline series, Ihis trend
continues in the acidic range, although with
a Ratter slope.

This different behaviour can be accounted
for by the increase in solubility of F in
shoshonitic magma with respect to the
calcalkaline one due to its higher con
centration in alkali metals, whose positive
role appears evident from the above men
tioned equilibrium.

However, an alternative possibility is that
hornblende is nOt present in the shoshonitic
rocks so that the depletion of fluorine by
crystal-liquid fractionation processes is
inhibited.

Chlorin~

The positive correlation between Cl
and F evidences the common geochemical
character of the twO elements. The increase
of Cl with increasing K~ and Li also points
to a residual character for Cl. The large
scattering of its values, however, in both
calcalkaline and shoshonitic suites at any
degree of silica enrichment clearly indicates
that important losses or gains of Cl as
volalile phase occurred in magma which,
accordingly, behaved as an open system for
Cl at nny slage of evolution. Such conclusion
precludes the possibility of using Cl abun
dances for petrogenetic interpretation at
least in the studied suites.

Conclu8ion8

The F, Cl and Li abundances determined
in a large number of volcanic rocks from the
Aeolian arc have shown some characteristics
which can help in underslanding petrogenetic
processes.

Because of ils defined residual character,
Li appears to represent for the studied area
a good differentialion index; few data only,
however, are available about the distribution
of this element in other magmatic suiles and
any comparison on a general basis is not
possible yet.

The good positive trends displayed by F
against K~ as well as the small spread
of values shown by this element expecially
in the calcalkaline suite, seem to a:clude
important losses or gains of F as volatile
phase and support the idea that the F
variations can be used for qualitative pe:tro
genetic interpreu.tion at least in the basic
and intermediate ranges.

The close correlation between K20 and F
for worldwide distributed volcanics found
by AOKI et al. (1981) as well as the distinct
F enrichment observed in volcanics belonging
to the potassium series and high-potassium
series from Mts. Ernid (CIVETTA et al.,
1981; MARTINI, unpublished data) strongly
support this conclusion.

Instead, the behaviour of F during the
late stages of magmatic differentiation still
needs investigation and evaluation.

Also worth of study is the possibilily of
using F abundances for quantitative or even
semiquantilative modelling, once a sufficient
quantity of data have been collected on the
abundances of F for mineral-groundmass pair
in several volcanic rocks.

The Cl variations, although similar to those
of F, are characlerized by large scattering
at any degree of evolulion, and this has
been interpreted as evidence for losses and
gains of Cl as volatile phase in magma,s.
These processes have overshadowed the Cl
variations connected wilh the main petro
genetic processes and preclude the possibility
of using this element for petrogenetic inter
pretation, at least in the considered suites.

AJ:knowltdgtmtnt. - The samples from Alicudi,
Filkudi and Panarell have been kindly provided by
L. VILLAII, those from Stromboll by M. ROSI,
and lhose from $alina, Lipari and Vukllno by the
Institute of Mineralogy and Petrography of the
University of Pis.a.
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